EXPERIENCE THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BERLIN WALL’S FALL WITH
KENSINGTON TOURS

NEW YORK (June 2, 2014) –With the 25th anniversary of the monumental fall of the Berlin Wall fast
approaching, now is the perfect time to start planning to experience this vibrant and history-packed city.
Kensington Tours’ new Fall Of The Berlin Wall 25th Anniversary itinerary showcases this symbolic
boundary, its impact on Germany and celebrates its collapse on Nov 9th 1989. In addition, travelers will
delve into Berlin’s deeply riveting past from Prussian kings, the Third Reich, the depths of its division
during the Cold War and its reemergence in the aftermath. Adventurers will be led by highly-specialized
private guides, all native Germans with strong ties to the era that can give in-depth perspectives on what
life was like for those who lived during the time of the wall for a truly authentic experience.
Highlights on the tour include Checkpoint Charlie, Brandenburg Gate, The Reichstag, Berliner Dom,
Hitler’s bunker, a Jewish synagogue, and the Berlin War Memorial. The illuminating week will also
include stops at special exhibits such as a light installation stretching 12 kilometers, which runs along the
wall, and remarkable murals that constitute the biggest open-air gallery in the world, painted by 118
artists from 21 different countries. The open-air gallery takes place along the Oberbaumbruecke, turning
the bridge into an “art mile” for hundreds of different mediums. Priced at $2,770 pp for 5 days, this trip
is can be customized to suit any travelers’ style, schedule and budget.
Berlin Wall 25th Anniversary
5 days from $2,770pp – Celebrations take place the week of November 9, 2014.
“We are thrilled to present travelers with the opportunity to experience Berlin with specialized guides
and to take part in the celebrations around this historic event,” says Phil Sproul, President of Kensington
Tours. “The itinerary presents the perfect blend of history and the modern day, showcasing the diversity
and importance of this dynamic world capital.”
After personalized tours of Berlin, travelers will visit the famous palace of King Henri I, Sans-Souci, in
charming Potsdam, which offers quaint street cafes, luxury shopping, and stunning lakeside views.
Guests will stay in a central 5-star hotel, dine in contemporary, world-class restaurants, and experience
the fascinating city of Berlin 25-years in the making from extreme separation to unification.

Additional information about this trip and all of Kensington Tours’ varied itineraries to 95+ countries
worldwide can be found at: www.kensingtontours.com.
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